
 

THE KNOWLEDGE 
 

 

1 Skipping breakfast – eating breakfast kick starts your metabolism for the day and prevents the 
urge to eat more later in the day ‘because you skipped breakfast’.  

2 Binge-Starve Cycle – When we eat lots on one day and very little on others it can totally 
eradicate our calorie deficit, as across the week we are still eating too much. Not only that – 
bingeing and starving yourself can play havoc with your metabolism, causing it to slow down.   

3 Buying diet food – Diet food isn’t always much lower in calories than the regular stuff – check 
labels carefully.  Not only that it can give us the excuse to eat more – does a low calorie bag of 
crisps mean you have 3 in one sitting?  If it does, stick to the real deal and savour every morsel! 

4 No Self-belief – Low self esteem and poor self-confidence is the thief of your goals! Build your 
self-belief by building small wins into every day and week. Once you start achieving, your 
confidence will soar.  

5 Avoiding tracking and checking food labels – Tracking accurately and checking food labels is 
100% key to your success at weight loss. Check labels thoroughly – do you know your portion 
size compared to what the label says? Make sure you get it right.  

6 Eating boring food – We all love food – let’s find the foods we love that fit with our calories so 
that we can eat it forever – rather than eating food we hate, or the same thing every day, just to 
hit our goal and then revert back to what you really like eating, only to gain weight again.  

7 Always starting on Monday - We all fall off the wagon from time to time.  Don’t wait for 
Monday to get back on it again – get up quick and get back on track as soon as possible.  

8 Too embarrassed to exercise – Exercise will 100% make you feel good and boost your energy.  
Just do what you can regardless of what anyone else thinks – it’s none of their business anyway.  

9 Setting unrealistic goals – Goals shouldn’t be too far ahead in the future – really think about 
your goals make them short term and achievable then watch your confidence soar.  

10 Drinking your calories – liquid calories from milky or sugary drinks or alcohol, are completely 
empty calories with some drinks getting into the realms of 3-400 calories each.  Choose wisely.   

11 Not enough protein, fibre or hydration – Fibre, protein and hydration are your weight loss 
friends – fill up on these at every opportunity.  Keep your tummy full and your metabolism firing.  

 

HOW TO AVOID THE DIET-TRAP 

This week’s focus: A look at some of the common weight loss pitfalls, that can scupper our chances of 
success 

Why is it important?:  When we are trying to lose weight or change our lifestyle, it can be easy to fall 
back into our old ‘dieting’ habits, when what really need to do is make sustainable changes that can be 

maintained forever.  
What will we tell you?: We will highlight the common diet-traps to avoid, when trying to lose weight.    

KEY MESSAGES 

Are you achieving what you have set out to with your goals? 
If your results on the scales don’t reflect your perceived effort, check in with yourself.  

Review your performance over the last few weeks - have you fallen into any of the ‘diet-
traps’? Avoiding these common pitfalls is the key to long term success. 

If you have been doing any of these get a plan together to stop and make some more 
sustainable changes – come and talk to us, send us a message or leave a comment if you 

need our help with this.  
 


